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Outline 

•  Event descriptions in texts 
•  An event ontology 
•  Tools for mapping event descriptions 

– Linking (open) data 
– Content management system (Drupal) 

– Reasoning and some visualization  

•  A work in progress 



Examples of event descriptions 

Formed in Liverpool, by 1962!

Lennon was 
murdered 

outside his 
home in New 
York City in 

1980!

Sutcliffe left the group in 1961, and Best 
was replaced by Starr the following year!



Ambiguity, similarity, and vagueness in text 

Both Alice and her brother Bob were married in 
Hawaii in the 1990s. 

The young couple Cathy and David were 
married in Oahu in June 2010. 

•  Natural language processing not our focus 
•  Our emphasis: concept formalization, fact 

representation, and tool development. 
–  What is “get married”? When is 1990s? Where is Oahu? 
–  Natural language sentences ➡ Logic statements 
–  We demand more than what markup and database can offer 



From sentences to statements 

Both Alice and her brother Bob were married in Hawaii in the 1990s. 
The young couple Cathy and David were married in Oahu in June 2010. 

•  e1, e2, e3 are events of the type get-married. 
•  Alice, Bob, Cathy, and David are people. 
•  Hawaii and Oahu are places. 
•  The 1990s and June 2010 are time periods.  

•  Alice is involved in e1. Bob is involved in e2. 
•  Cathy is involved in e3. David is involved in e3.  
•  e1 occurs in Hawaii in the 1990s. 
•  e2 occurs in Hawaii in the 1990s.     
•  e3 occurs in Oahu in June 2010. 



Events and socio-spatiotemporal relations 
•  “an event is a completed episode of history, 

and the properties it has, it possesses 
timelessly” (Galton & Worboys, 2005) 

•  Concepts and sub-concepts 
–  get-married is a type of events in which exactly 

two persons are involved 
•  Relations between concepts 

–  spatial and temporal relations 
–  part-whole relation, etc. 

•  (Names and labels of) Instances 



Modeling events 

•  Event: An event is a happening that involves people. 
It occurs in a spatiotemporal setting.  

•  People: People are involved in or affected by events.  
•  Period: A time period is a continuation of some time.  
•  Region: A spatial region is some space with an 

extent. 
•  Setting: A spatiotemporal setting consists of a region 

and a period. 
•  Name: All entities of the above can have names. 





Layers of Abstration 
 

Concept (Entity), 
Attribute (Data), and  

Representation (Literal). 



Spatial relation  
(Region Connect Calculus) 



Temporal relation 
(Allen’s Interval Algebra) 



Spatial and temporal reasoning 

Both Alice and her brother Bob were married in Hawaii 
in the 1990s. 

The young couple Cathy and David were married in 
Oahu in June 2010. 

•  Oahu is part of Hawaii. 
•  The 1990s precedes June 2010. 

Alice was married before Cathy was married. 
David was married in Hawaii. 



Event descriptions as linked data 
•  All statements are in “triple” forms:  

 subject predicate object. 
 
•  Subjects and objects are nodes in a graph; 

predicates are edges.  
•  Nodes and edges are represented as links (URLs). 
•  URLs serve as IDs (for people, regions, periods, 

events, etc.) which are cross-referenced. 

•  Events in a text are described by making connections 
in graphs of known facts. (New nodes are added too.)  



“John Lennon and Yoko Ono get 
married on 1969-03-12 in Gibraltar.” 
•  1 event (of the type “get married”) 
•  2 persons  
•  1 setting 

–  1 time period 
–  1 region 

•  4 named instance 
–  John Lennon, Yoko Ono, 1969-03-12, Gibraltar. 



A person is named “John Lennon” 

_:p1 a entity:Person . 
_:n1 a entity:Name ; 

  entity:label [ a entity:Label ; 
    data:string "John Lennon" ] . 

 
_:nm1 a entity:Naming ; 

  entity:involve _:p1 ; 
  entity:isNamed _:n1 .  



A person is named “John Lennon” 



A person is named “Yoko Ono”.  
(The name is also labeled as “小野 洋子”.) 

_:p0 a entity:Person . 
_:n0 a entity:Name ; 
     entity:label [ a entity:Label ; 

       data:string "Yoko Ono" ] ; 
     entity:label [ a entity:Label ; 

       data:string "小野 洋子" ] . 
 
_:nm0 a entity:Naming ; 
      entity:involve _:p0 ; 
      entity:isNamed _:n0 .  



A person is named “Yoko Ono”.  
(The name is also labeled as “小野 洋子”.) 



A region is named “Gibraltar”. 
A period is named “1969-03-20”. 

_:r0 a entity:Region . 
_:n2 a entity:Name ; 
     entity:label [ a entity:Label ; 

      data:string "Gibraltar" ] .  
 
_:t0 a entity:Period . 
_:n3 a entity:Name ; 
     entity:label [ a entity:Label ; 

      data:string "1969-03-20" ] . 
 
_:nm2 a entity:Naming ; 
      entity:involve _:r0 ; 
      entity:isNamed _:n2 .  
 
_:nm3 a entity:Naming ; 
      entity:involve _:t0 ; 
      entity:isNamed _:n3 . 



A region is named “Gibraltar”. 
A period is named “1969-03-20”. 



“John Lennon and Yoko Ono get married 
on 1969-03-12 in Gibraltar.” 



“John Lennon and Yoko Ono get married 
on 1969-03-12 in Gibraltar.” 


